Solutions to many important operating system problems are based on extending/enhancing operating system functionality. However, this is a difficult and expensive task as modern operating systems are very large and complex — running into millions of lines of code which have been developed over many years by a large number of programmers. An alternate approach is interposition, wherein extension code is interposed at well-defined system interfaces SLIC. This approach requires no modifications to existing operating system code - instead, each call to an operation in the interface is intercepted and routed to the extension code.

System-call interposition, which involves interposing extension code at the application to operating system boundary, is one of the well-researched interposition approaches. discretionary access control, file system encryption, stackable file systems, sandboxing, intrusion prevention and detection, performance isolation, check pointing, process migration as it offers several advantages over other forms of interposition. We propose a new framework that is inspired by the network packet-filtering model to develop system-call interposition based extensions called hybrid interposition. The key contributions of our approach over the current state of the art in system call interposition are: (a) A high level rule-based language called Behavior Monitoring Specification Language (BMSL) which provides an expressive, efficient mechanism to code extensions and (b) a hybrid interposition mechanism which intercepts system calls inside the kernel and processes them in user space.
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